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ABSTRACT

We present a metamorphic testing tool that alleviates the oracle

problem in security testing. The tool enables engineers to specify

metamorphic relations that capture security properties of Web

systems. It automatically tests Web systems to detect vulnerabilities

based on those relations. We provide a domain-specific language

accompanied by an Eclipse editor to facilitate the specification of

metamorphic relations. The tool automatically collects the input

data and transforms the metamorphic relations into executable Java

code in order to automatically perform security testing based on

the collected data. The tool has been successfully evaluated on a

commercial system and a leading open source system (Jenkins).

Demo video: https://youtu.be/9kx6u9LsGxs.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy→ Software and application security;

• Software and its engineering → Software verification and

validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Security testing aims at verifying that the softwaremeets its security

properties [14–16]. In modern Web systems, this often entails the

verification of the outputs generated when exercising the system

against a very large set of inputs [17]. For example, authorization

problems might be discovered only by accessing all the resources of

the systemwith different user profiles and by verifying if the system

grants access only to authorized users. Full automation will thus

lower costs and increase the effectiveness of security testing. Un-

fortunately, although Web crawlers provide means to automatically

exercise Web systems, there is a lack of solutions to automatically

verify the correctness of outputs. Therefore, security testing suffers

from the oracle problem [4], which refers to situations where it is

extremely difficult to determine the correct output for a given test
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input (e.g., the correct response to be received after a specific HTTP

GET request). State-of-the-art approaches do not address the oracle

problem and assume the availability of an implicit oracle [4, 17].

Metamorphic Testing (MT) has proved, in some contexts, to be

very effective to alleviate the oracle problem [8, 13]. MT is based on

the idea that it may be simpler to reason about relations between out-

puts of multiple test executions, called metamorphic relations (MRs),

than it is to specify its input-output behaviour [22]. In MT, system

properties are captured as MRs that are used to automatically trans-

form an initial set of test inputs (source inputs) into follow-up test

inputs. If the system outputs for the initial and follow-up test inputs

violate the MR, it is concluded that the system is faulty.

There is considerable research devoted to developing MT ap-

proaches (e.g., [7, 11]). However, all these approaches focus on test-

ing functional requirements, not potential security threats within

the context of security testing. Although MT is automatable, very

few MT approaches provide proper tool support [22]. This is also a

significant obstacle for tailoring the current MT approaches in the

context of security testing.

In this paper, we present the SMRL (Security Metamorphic Rela-

tion Language) tool, which enables engineers to specify MRs that

capture security properties of Web systems. Our tool automatically

detects vulnerabilities (i.e., property violations) based on those rela-

tions. It is built on top of the following novel contributions [17]: (1)

a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for specifying MRs for software

security, (2) a set of system-agnostic, MRs targeting well-known

security vulnerabilities of Web systems [19], (3) a framework auto-

matically collecting the input data required to performMT, and (4) a

testing framework automatically performing security testing based

on the MRs and the collected data. To facilitate the specification of

MRs in our DSL, we provide an editor implemented as a plug-in for

Eclipse IDE.

In the remaining sections, we outline the tool and highlight the

findings from our evaluation of the tool over two case studies.

2 RELATED WORK

Several security testing approaches have been proposed relying

on an implicit test oracle that only deals with simple abnormal

system behavior such as unexpected system termination (e.g., buffer

overflows, memory leaks, and denial of service [5, 21]). What is

abnormal in one system might be considered normal in a different

context [4]. Our tool complements these approaches for cases in

which it is impractical to define an exact oracle for each test case.

A number of solutions and tools provide support for MT in

various domains such as computer graphics (e.g., [11]) and em-

bedded systems (e.g., [7]). None of these approaches facilitate the
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specification of MRs capturing security properties or targeting vul-

nerabilities. MT is highly automatable. However, there is a lack of

tool support that enables engineers to write system-level MRs [22].

The tools require that relations be defined as JUnit methods [23]

or pre-/post-conditions [20]. This is an obstacle to the adoption of

the current MT approaches in security testing. To the best of our

knowledge, the SMRL tool is the first MT tool addressing the oracle

problem in the context of security testing.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE SMRL TOOL

The SMRL tool supports our approach for security testing based on

MRs, described in our recent research paper [17].

Fig. 1 provides an overview of our tool. It consists of (1) an Eclipse

plugin, which provides the Editor for our DSL and automatically

generates Java code from MRs, (2) a library (i.e., SMRL.jar), which

implements our MT algorithm and provides utility functions sup-

porting the writing of MRs, (3) an extension of the Crawljax Web

crawler [18] to collect source inputs for MT. The SMRL tool relies

on JUnit to automatically execute MT within Eclipse through our

library. The Eclipse workspace is used to store all the data, which

includes MRs and source inputs.

Fig. 2 presents an overview of our approach. In Step 1, the en-

gineer specifies MRs with our Eclipse editor. We derived a catalog

of MRs from the OWASP testing guidelines [19]. The engineer can

also select, from this catalog, the MRs for the system under test.

Selection is performed by specifying the MRs to be executed in a

JUnit test, i.e., in the same way as for JUnit test suites. In Step 2,

the relations are automatically transformed into Java code.

In Step 3, Crawljax is used to automatically collects the source

inputs for MT (e.g., the URLs that can be visited by an anonymous

user). In Step 4, testing is automatically performed based on the

executable relations and the collected data. In the rest of the section,

we elaborate each step in Fig. 2.

3.1 Specification of Metamorphic Relations

As a first step, the engineer specifies MRs. To enable specifying new

relations, we provide the Security Metamorphic Relation Language

(SMRL) as an extension of Xbase [10]. Xbase is a statically typed ex-

pression language for Java, implemented in Xtext. Its specifications

can be translated to Java code. Xbase is extended by SMRL with

data representation functions, boolean operators and Web-specific

functions. New Java APIs can be defined to extend these functions.

Fig. 3 presents an MR in our SMRL editor. In an SMRL specifi-

cation, we first import the SMRL operators and functions (Line 1

in Fig. 3). We then define a package for MRs (Line 4). SMRL sup-

ports 18 data representation functions to represent system inputs

and outputs. We represent data with some keywords followed by

an index number identifying data items (e.g., Input(1), Input(2)

and User(2) in Line 12). Input(1) returns the first input sequence,

while User(2) returns the second user of the system. Output is

a data function which executes the actions in an input sequence

(e.g., requests a sequence of URLs) and returns the sequence of

corresponding outputs (Lines 11, 14 and 15).

SMRL supports boolean operators IMPLIES, AND, OR, TRUE, FALSE,

NOT and EQUAL. EQUAL does not necessarily evaluate the equality

of two arguments. It can also be used to define a follow-up input.

For instance, in Fig. 3, the follow-up input Input(2) is defined by

EQUAL as a modified copy of Input(1) by assigning the second

parameter to the first parameter. EQUAL acts as an equality operator

only when its first parameter refers to an input that has already

been used in previous expressions of the MR .

We use four Web-specific functions (cannotReachThroughGUI,

isSupervisorOf, isError, and changeCredentials) in Fig. 3. In

the MR in Fig. 3, the same sequence of actions should provide dif-

ferent outputs for two different users under a condition. According

to the condition, the user should not be allowed to access URLs

that are not provided through a GUI. cannotReachThroughGUI

checks if the URL of the current action cannot be reached from the

GUI (Line 9). isSupervisorOf checks if User(2) is a supervisor

of User(1) (Line 10). isError uses configurable regular expres-

sions to check if an output page contains an error message (Line

11). changeCredentials defines the follow-up input (Line 12). It

creates a copy of the input sequence using different credentials.

3.2 Transformation of MRs into Java

Our tool automatically transforms SMRL specifications into Java

code. It employs the SMRL compiler, an Xbase compiler extended

with transformation rules in Xtend (a language provided with

Xbase [6]). Each MR is transformed into a Java class with the

name of the relation and its package. The generated classes extend

the class MR and implement its method mr.

The metamorphic expressions in the relation are executed by

the method mr. The method returns true if the relation holds and

false otherwise. The SMRL compiler creates a set of nested IF

conditions for each boolean operator in the relation. For example,

for IMPLIES, mr returns false when the first parameter is true and

the second one is false. For the case in which the relation holds, mr

returns true at the end. Fig. 4 shows the Java code generated from

the relation in Fig. 3.

3.3 Data Collection

The SMRL tool automatically derives source inputs for MT. To do

so, we extended the Crawljax Web crawler [18]. Crawljax explores

the user interface of a Web system by requesting URLs in HTML

anchors or by entering text in HTML forms. Its output is graphs

having nodes representing the system states reached through the

user interface and edges capturing the actions performed to reach

these states. System states are detected based on the content of the

displayed page. To reduce the number of system states, the Crawljax

extension distinguishes states by using the edit distance [12]. Our

tool caches HTML pages associated to states identified by Crawljax.

It computes the edit distance between the new loaded page and the

cached pages. It is assumed that two pages belong to the same state

if the distance is below a given threshold (5% of the page length);

otherwise, a new state is added to the graph. To crawl the system

under test, our tool requires only its URL and a list of credentials.

It stops crawling the system under test when there is no more state

for a certain number of new pages or a timeout is reached.

Our tool automatically extracts source inputs from the Crawljax

graphs to be later queried by the SMRL functions during test exe-

cution (see Section 3.4). Fig. 5 shows two example Crawljax graphs

and the source inputs extracted from the graphs. For example, the
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4 EVALUATION

This section provides an overview of the main findings of an evalu-

ation conducted to address the following research questions [17]:

• RQ1. To what extent can the SMRL tool address the oracle

problem for security testing?

• RQ2. Is the SMRL tool effective?

To address RQ1, we analyzed the security testing activities recom-

mended by OWASP [19]. We classified the activities based on state-

of-the-art oracle automation approaches (implicit oracle, catalog-

based, and vulnerability-specific approaches). We identified that,

out of 90 testing activities, 19 do not need an oracle, 30 are auto-

mated by state-of-the-art approaches, and 41 cannot be addressed

by state-of-the-art approaches. Based on the MRs in our catalog,

the SMRL tool can automate 16 (39%) of these 41 activities. The

remaining 25 activities require humans to determine vulnerabili-

ties. We conclude that the SMRL tool can thus play a key role in

addressing the oracle problem in security testing.

To address RQ2, we selected two case studies, a commercial

healthcare Web system, EDLAH2 [2], and a leading open source

system, Jenkins [9]. EDLAH2 is affected by 11 vulnerabilities discov-

ered by manual testing. Concerning Jenkins, we considered version

2.121.1. We selected all the vulnerabilities (20 in total) triggerable

from the Web interface, discovered in 2018, and reported in the

CVE database [1] after June 1st, 2018.

In line with the RQ1 findings, our tool addressed 36% (4 out of

11) and 40% (8 out of 20) of the vulnerabilities affecting EDLAH2

and Jenkins, respectively. We thus evaluated our tool against this 12

vulnerabilities addressed. We measured the fault detection rate (i.e.,

the percentage of vulnerabilities discovered) and the false positive

rate (i.e., the portion of follow-up inputs leading to false alarms).

The tool achieved a very high fault detection rate when we used

both Crawljax and manual test scripts for the data collection (100%

for EDLAH2 and 75% for Jenkins). Overall, it detected 83.33% of the

vulnerabilities targeted in our evaluation. The tool achieved a fault

detection rate of 75% for EDLAH2 and of 50% for Jenkins, when we

used only Crawljax for the data collection. In total, it detects 7 out

of 12 vulnerabilities, 58.33%, a very promising result considering

that it is almost completely automated.

The tool achieved an extremely low false positive rate (0.50%).

The very small fraction of follow-up inputs leading to false alarms

(32 out of 6401) show that our MRs are sound. False alarms are

due to Crawljax, which, in Jenkins, did not traverse all the URLs

provided by the GUI.

The SMRL tool is approximately 13k lines of code, excluding

automatically generated code and third-party libraries. Additional

details about the tool, including the catalog of predefined MRs, case

studies, executable files and a screencast covering motivations, are

available on the website at:

https://sntsvv.github.io/SMRL/

5 CONCLUSION

We presented a tool that aims to alleviate the oracle problem in

security testing. The key characteristics of our tool are (1) a DSL

for specifying metamorphic relations for security testing, (2) a data

collection framework automatically deriving input data, and (3) a

testing framework automatically performing security testing.

The tool can automate 39% of the OWASP security testing activ-

ities not currently targeted by state-of-the-art techniques, which

in turn indicates that it significantly alleviates the oracle problem

in security testing. Our evaluation with two case studies shows

that the tool detects 83% of the targeted vulnerabilities with limited

manual effort and, thus suggesting it is highly effective.
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